This article analyses the story “Hospitable enemy” by A. Eniki. A. Eniki is a writer – veteran and he considers the essence of a man on the verge of life and death. The basis of the story is a psychological conflict between soviet soldiers and the cunning of enemy. A. Eniki is a writer, passing through the hell of the war. In the basis of the story he takes such situations when a person is alone with himself. His stories about a simple country girl is Rahilya, an ordinary soldier is Zarif, village boys are Vasily, Hakim and Talip. The stories of the war years of the writer are permeated by the tragic melancholy and sadness. There is a short period of time in his works and in that interval he expresses all the feelings, experiences of people. He pays attention to the moments remaining out of the sight of other authors. The works of the writer have a quiet narrative, but an every part has a psychological stress.
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In the article one considers the questions of Internet comments characteristics and genre specifics. It is stated that this small genre of Internet discourse has not been sufficiently studied. The author tells us about the necessity of the Internet comments complex linguistic analysis which represent an effective and short-spoken expression of the users subjectivity. On the example of user opinions to the news portal «The News on Mail.ru», thousands of comments on the same subject have been analyzed. Four categories of comments have been revealed: comments on the given event, comments on unrelated events, comments-trollings and comments - unauthorized advertising. In the group of the comments on the given event the following pragmatic functions have been studied: the critique, the approval, the indifference and the irony of the event. The most frequent verbal and non-verbal means of subjectivity expression have been highlighted (telescopic word composition, erratif, occasionalisms). The most vivid examples have been given.